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Mayor Deirdre Martin called the meeting to order on May 11, 2020 at 7:02 PM
7:00 PM OPEN SESSION
Call to Order
Mayor Martin called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.

advice that she take medical leave and not participate in any meetings at this time. She hopes
to be back for the May 26 meeting. She asked everyone to take care of themselves and stay
well.
City Clerk Coffey took Council verbal roll call.
Mayor Martin explained the conditions for having Council meetings pursuant to the provisions of
-25-20 and N-39-20, which suspends certain requirements of
the Brown Act and pursuant to the orders of the Health Officer of San Mateo County, dated
March 16, 2020, March 31, 2020 and April 29, 2020 to conduct necessary business as an
essential governmental function. This meeting is not physically open; City Councilmembers and
City staff will be video and teleconferencing into the meeting and there will be no physical
location open to the public. The public can observe the meeting live via local cable TV channel
26 or www.cityofpacifica.org/livestream. Public comments can be submitted to
publiccomment@ci.pacifica.ca.us.
Attendee Name

Title

Status

Deirdre Martin

Mayor

Present

Sue Beckmeyer

Mayor Pro Tem

Present

Sue Vaterlaus

Councilmember

Present

Mary Bier

Councilmember

Excused

Mike O'Neill

Councilmember

Present

Arrived

Staff Present: Kevin Woodhouse, City Manager; Michelle Kenyon, City Attorney; Lorenzo
Hines, Asst. City Manager; Tina Wehrmeister, Planning Director; Dan Steidle, Police Chief; Ron
Myers, Fire Chief; Chuck Pomicpic, Dep. Fire Chief; Mike Perez, PB&R Director; Sam Bautista,
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Dep. Dir. Public Works; Louis Sun, Dep. Dir. Public Works-Wastewater Div.; Sarah Coffey, City
Clerk; Elizabeth Brooks, Dep. City Clerk.
Salute to the Flag led by Councilmember Vaterlaus
CONSENT CALENDAR
Council
approve the consent calendar noting there were three emergency items on it.
City Clerk Coffey stated that there were public comments on Item 4.
Councilmember Vaterlaus stated she would second the motion.

seconded by Councilmember Vaterlaus.
City Clerk Coffey took a verbal roll call.
Agenda Item #4:
Mayor Martin opened public comments.
City Clerk Coffey read the public comments.
Rose Bay, Pacifica
-active approach and efforts to protect the
economy, health, and well-being of our City and residents during the COVID-19 emergency. As
you are voting to continue our local emergency, I would like to share my concern as to how
small cell wireless communications facilities (WCFs) be treated during this time. We want WCFs
to be implemented in a thoughtful way with citizen involvement and planned expansion. There is
serious potential for a negative effect on property values and aesthetics to our City. The City,
State and Nation have very successfully used the precautionary principle to protect its residents
from COVID-19, we ask that the same principle be applied to new small cell WCFs. Our
concern is that the wireless providers are using the COVID-19 emergency to expand a hasty
and unsupervised deployment of evidently harmful, poorly tested, small cell (4G and 5G) WCFs.
While there has been Federal legislation to further this aim, many of these newer acts and
orders are being brought to the federal appeals court to examine their constitutionality as they
halted new WCF applications and new and pending permits- only allowing the legally required
maintenance and repairs due to the COVID-19 emergency. Pacifica can do the same under
State and FCC laws to implement tolling (pausing) of all the telecommunication applicationsnew or pending- during the local emergency and for a reasonable time afterwards to resolve any
-33to new wireless facility
construction. Such tolling is also consistent with federal telecommunication laws. (see FCC 18111: 157 (2018)). For the sake of the City and its residents, please follow the precedent of Simi
Valley, Santa Barbara and others who have ceased accepting WCF applications for a 90-day
period. This will give Pacifica the time it needs to join the dozens of neighboring municipalities
including Santa Cruz, Hillsborough, and Petaluma who have already adapted their city
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ordinances to specifically define, and legally regulate, small cell wireless facilities. Thank you for

City Clerk Coffey stated that she continued with reasons for tolling WCFs. There were also four
other individuals, Rick May, Jennifer Wong, Sunil Bhat and Megan McKenna, who sent the
exact same message, so she would not repeat them and would use their time to include the
tolling WCFs below:
the
pace of permit processing generally occurring more slowly than usual. A written directive can be
consequential tolling of the processing of wireless permits, to avoid noncompliance with FCC
shot clocks.
2) In- person meetings cannot take place during the permit application process. Site visits,
consultant analysis, and fire department review may be impaired.
3) It will not be feasible to implement public participatory rights in this process. Residents have
the right to participate. Tolling the processing of wireless permits when the city has also slowed
processing of other permits is lawful, nondiscriminatory, and prudent.
4) The City may be exposed to liability if unable to comply with FCC shot clocks or declines to
accept new applications without giving pre-notification to applicants. If the City decides to
continue accepting or processing new applications, it may be unable to meet the usual 60-90
day shot clocks. (see FCC 18Maria Lunardi, Pacifica
until after the shelter in place is lifted and the community can be present. I am a single mother of
three boys, 22, 15 at TNHS
beautiful coastal town that I blessed enough to call HOME. Pacifica has been such a sacred
place for some many of us. These last few years I opened a yoga meditation business within the
community. I'm greatly concerned with this decision being made when many do not know and
understand options for safer technology. It is extremely unfair to move forward to move forward

Mayor Martin closed public comments.

Tem Beckmeyer.
City Clerk Coffey took a verbal roll call.
Vote - Agenda Item #4: 4-0 (Absent: Councilmember Bier)
CONSENT CALENDAR (except Item #4):
RESULT:
ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER:
Mike O'Neill, Councilmember
SECONDER:
Sue Vaterlaus, Councilmember
AYES:
Martin, Beckmeyer, Vaterlaus, O'Neill
EXCUSED:
Bier
1.

Approval of Disbursements for 04/01/20 through 04/15/20.
PROPOSED ACTION: Move to approve attached list of disbursements for 04/01/20
through 04/15/20.
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2.

Approval of Minutes
PROPOSED ACTION: Move to approve the minutes of the regular City Council meeting
held on April 27, 2020.

3.

Proclamation Confirming Existence of Local Emergency of the Pacifica Coastline from
Westline Drive to the End of Beach Boulevard.
PROPOSED ACTION: Accept report and make a determination that conditions of local
emergency continue to exist within the Pacifica Coastline from Westline Drive to the end
of Beach Boulevard.

4.

Accept Continuation of Proclamation of the Existence of a Local Emergency Regarding
Novel (new) Coronavirus ("COVIDPROPOSED ACTION: Accept report and make a determination that conditions of local
emergency continue to exist regarding Novel (new) Coronavirus ("COVID-

5.

Proclamation Confirming Existence of Local Emergency at the Anza Pump Station.
PROPOSED ACTION: Accept report and make a determination that conditions of local
emergency continue to exist at the Anza Pump Station at the Pacifica State Beach.

6.

Agreement Between The City Of Pacifica And Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Civil
Engineers for the Anza Pump Station Repair Design and Construction Support
PROPOSED ACTION: Move to approve Agreement between the City of Pacifica and
Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Civil Engineers (Attachment 1) for the Anza Pump Station
Design and Construction Support in the amount of $240,160; authorize a budget
authority of $264,160; and authorize the City Manager to execute all documents
associated with this Agreement.

7.

Award of Construction Contract to Golden Bay Construction, Inc.; Approval of Consultant
Services Agreement between the City of Pacifica and 4Leaf, Inc. for Construction
Management and Inspection; Approval of Inter-Agency Agreement between the City of
Pacifica and the San Mateo Resource Conservation District for Biological Monitoring and
Technical Assistance for the Palmetto Sidewalk Project; and Approve Budget Authority
in the Amount of $290,933.00.
PROPOSED ACTION: Award Construction Contract to Golden Bay Construction, Inc.
for the Palmetto Sidewalk Project (Attachment 1); should that contractor not complete
the contract award requirements, authorize award to the second apparent low bidder,
Villalobos & Associates; approve Consultant Services Agreement between the City of
Pacifica and 4Leaf, Inc. for Construction Management and Inspection Services
(Attachment 2); approve Inter-Agency Agreement between the City of Pacifica and the
San Mateo County Resource Conservation District for Biological Monitoring and
Technical Assistance (Attachment 3); approve budget authority in the amount of
$290,933.00 from Street Construction Fund 09; and authorize the City Manager to
execute all necessary documents related to this project.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
City Clerk Coffey stated that they will be limiting comments to 3 minutes per person, as well as
30 minutes for a total of Oral Communications.
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Mayor Martin asked if she had a significant amount.
City Clerk Coffey stated that she has about 13 comments.
Mayor Martin asked if some were on the same subject.

comment. She then read the comments:
Terri Echelbarger, Pacifica
ng: Last year the County of San Mateo and
four cities recognized Gay Pride month in some way, via flag raisings or proclamations. This
year I urge Pacifica's City Council to do the same, recognizing June as LGBTQ+ Pride month.
The many ways to do this were in an e-mail I sent last week. I hope you've had to time to review

Cherie Wieland, Pacifica
Pacifica. This is not safe as there are 2 schools on TN. It will also impact availability of parking.

Maria Fastidio, Pacifica
re is a solution that can be implemented overnight. But I do
not think risking and changing the daily lives of the residents of terra nova boulevard is the
answer. Terra nova blvd has a lot of kids that walk by themselves to school and activities. In my
run this morning I ran by people walking their dogs, parents with their kids and people strolling
along. When school is in session kids are walking to and from Ortega, to the bus stop and when
soccer and softball season are here the streets are busy with families enjoying the games. With
RV parking here that would not happen. Our lives have already been changed with SIP what
more with RV parking here we would not feel safe outside. Many of the town homes face
outward to terra nova. Decks and windows are easily seen. Are you ready for the increased
amount of petty theft reports or any other crimes that would occur because do you know who
dwells in these RVs? Parking can be hard on these streets and sometimes even with our
designated spots most families have more than one cars. As someone who works night shift
and has to constantly go back and forth for my kids I do not want to park farther than I already
have to. I just want to park and sleep. Can we also discuss the hygiene aspect? Right now our
street has green garbage cans for dog waste. Can you imagine what would be In those garbage
across the sun valley market parking lot. Parking of vehicles over 6 feet tall be banned on ALL
city streets, ALL at the same time, and to make the Safe Parking Program plans public and

Denita Rosmarin, Pacifica
sing
the sidewalk on Terra Nova regularly. I have recently noticed an RV parked for some time in
sidewalk and are a health and safety concern, I called and reported it to the police and they had
the RV move so that it didn't have the mirror protruding into the sidewalk 2 feet so that someone
can hurt themselves walking or running which I have seen the high school students train on this
street many times. Since the RV has been moved, now its back end is protruding on the
will. This seems to be a bad idea to have large RV vehicles parked on the streets that are small
and hey don't have enough room to safely park their RV without encroaching on the sidewalk? I
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am wondering if your study took into consideration this encroachment and how far they have to
park into the street so that they do not encroach on the sidewalk??? They have large mirrors
and have to park like 2 feet or more to not encroach on the sidewalk. This is a health and safety
issue and people can hurt themselves running and or walking???? not to mention if other
vehicles can safely drive by since they have to park
Linda Prisajni, Pacifica
network, designed to connect virtually everyone and everything together including machines,
objects, and devices. For many people, that is NOT a good thing. It will change life as we know
it, not for the better. People tend to think change will benefit us all equally, but it won't. So the
better question to ask is what do the rest of us pay for it? Technology is moving so fast that
lawmakers and society haven't had time to evaluate the cost/benefit balance. The biological cost
to using uncontrolled 5G technology is tremendous. It facilitates high speed MOBILE transfer of
large data via "pulsed" millimeter wave, so they can connect everything in the world, while
making it unsafe for people to step outside, not to mention the effects on birds, other animals,
insects, and plants. This begs the question, "What kind of a world do we want to live in?" The
industry claims it's just like 3G and 4G but that's simply not true. They are also trying to use an
averaging system to pretend safety, where the radiation from the pulses will far exceed safe
levels, but averaged together with the times the antenna is not emitting, it will appear to be
operating within limits. That's why testing is so important and the way testing is performed
should not be controlled by installers. A growing body of research establishes links to certain
cancers in people living near cell installations. 5G technology will make the soup more toxic.
This has already impacted property values near installations from 2 1/2 to 20 percent. Further,
not even one insurance company anywhere, in any country, will insure them. So there is no
compensation for lost property value, economic hardship, or medical bills for people living or
attending school nearby. The welfare of those affected should outweigh any perceived "rights"
of installers. What city council can do is work with citizens to adopt a protective ordinance that
encourages installation of high speed fiber optics in lieu of unfettered 5G rollout. Reliance on the
speed of light fiber is safe, and faster than anything we will ever need. A growing number of
cities are doing this. Santa Barbara city council put a 90 day moratorium on applications and I
ask Pacifica city council to do the same. Until such ordinance can be reviewed and adopted,
please prevent any antennae applications from being approved. Thank you. I believe science
can save us if we only listen soon enough, and ignore the biased assurances of so-called

City Clerk Coffey stated that her time was up and her second comment would be put into the
record but not read:
Linda Prisajni,
cars pulling out of parallel spaces and driveways. Terra Nova Blvd. is a main artery to Back of
the Valley with frequent auto and foot traffic, and is know for the occasional speeding car.
Between the high school and Oddstad Blvd. there are only 3 crosswalks; at Lerida, Alicante,
and Casa Pacifica. Many people cross wherever it's convenient because of the big distances to
crosswalks. It is imperative that visual access to oncoming cars be maintained. I question
whether R3 zoning allows the parking of oversized vehicles in R2 zones. Guidelines for
developers include strict safety measures that require keeping landscaping, fencing and
walkways a specific number of feet back from the intersection of the road with driveways, to
maintain safe visuals. There is also a restriction on how many dwellings can be constructed per

City Clerk Coffey continued reading the following public comments:
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Larry Lewis, Pacifica
has planned for the parking lot closures. From what I can see, the major impact of the closures
has fallen on the local businesses and community members who what access the parking lot
near San Pedro where Grocery outlet is located. The parking lot is over run with out of town
surfers and beach goers leaving us little to no room to park. This obliviously difficult for residents
but also for the struggling business who are trying to remain open. What are you plans for 1)

support of banning RV parking along Terra Nova Boulevard and the surrounding streets due to
safety concerns for the children who attend Ortega Elementary, Terra Nova High School, Terra
Nova Christian Preschool, and those who frequent the Pacifica Sanchez Library, all of which
line a strip of road less than a mile on Terra Nova Boulevard. The overall population of these
schools, combined at any given time, surely must be the highest concentration of children in all
of Pacifica and we should do our utmost to support and protect them, and having a possible
criminal element so close by, is far from ideal. We can all agree that homelessness is not a
crime, however as noted in the attached report by the California Sex Offender Management
strictions, the number of sex offenders

dated, 2008, a simple Google se
situation which alone should be enough to give a decision maker pause. I understand there are
rules, laws that are supposed to keep registered sex offenders away from schools, however
what sort of policing will be in effect to ensure that the people occupying a given RV along Terra
the individual
who finds themself in such a living situation, in making a clear decision of what area they should
avoid in our small town, as well as keeping up to date of their whereabouts with local authorities.
We should make it easier for them and direct them away from the most vulnerable of our
citizens. There is also a financial cost to consider here. There will be a financial cost to the city
in providing the extra police support needed in the area to protect the children but also, what if
something dreadful happens and is linked to a resident from one of these loitering RVs? I can
easily see a parent, suing the City et all, for the decision of allowing individuals living in RVs so
close to the schools, and if the individual turns out to be a sex offender, how could they not lose

Completion of his comment was not read because of time limit, and below is the remainder of
community to head to the given area as notification is spread through word of mouth. I am just
hoping you make the right decision, for the safety of the children as well as for the financial
stability of Pacifica, to include Terra Nova Boulevard and surrounding streets in the area where

City Clerk Coffey stated that Mr. O'Malley also attached a report from the California Sex

Bonnie Miller, Pacifica

Matt

complex with no easy fixes and will get worse locally due to the global pandemic and our small
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city filled with amazing community citizens and services has limited resources. My own recent
experiences here include concern about safety when an RV, old car, and a motorcycle took up
residence up and down my narrow winding Sun Valley street for several weeks. I think ticketing
seemed to encourage departure one by one and eventually. Park Mall has had concerning
problems with RVs, trash. It breaks my heart to see camping out on Linda Mar Beach and the
all I can to pay my taxes, mortgage, etc., to support our infrastructure

City Clerk Coffey stated that Ms. Miller copied the following comments from NextDoor:
eeting is to be held
tonight to allow RV parking on some city streets, including Terra Nova Blvd. Within a one mile
stretch of Terra Nova Blvd, is a High School, a grade school, a pre school, a library, an various
elderly apartments. Supporting a homeless encampment, be it an RV encampment or other,
involves risks to the community, be it increased trash, drug use, or the increased risk of sexual
predators. We can all agree that homelessness is not a crime, especially these days. Many of
our fellow Pacificans are just a few steps of becoming homeless themselves, but there is an
element out there, in the homeless community, which are not your most upright standing citizen
implementation of residency restrictions, the number of sex offenders registering as transients

and complicated situation which alone should be enough to give a decision maker pause. There
are rules, laws that are supposed to keep registered sex offenders away from schools, however
what sort of policing will be in effect to ensure that the people occupying a given RV along Terra
who finds themself in such a living situation, in making a clear decision of what area they should

City Clerk Coffey stated that her time limit was up.
Below is the completion of Bonnie Miller's comment, which was not read:
as keeping up to date of their whereabouts with local authorities. We should make it
easier for them and direct them away from the most vulnerable of our citizens. There is also a
financial cost to consider here. There will be a financial cost to the city in providing the extra
police support needed in the area to protect the children but also, what if something dreadful
happens and is linked to a resident from one of these loitering RVs? Would a parent, possibly
sue the City et all, for the decision of allowing individuals living in RVs so close to the schools,
and if the individual turns out to be a sex offender, how could they not lose in court with massive
penalties to the City. Whatever your thoughts, for or against, make your voices heard by
emailing
Heather Page, Pacifica
to have people get a permit or register in some way so we know whether or not these people
are convicted sex offenders and they can have some sort of registration sticker on their vehicle?
I would prefer not to have RVs parked on the streets since there are no sewage hook ups. I
would also prefer not to have small homeless encampments scattered throughout the city
(n
Lisa Mendez, Pacifica
tax payer that lives on Terra Nova Blvd. I have found myself very concerned that my street will
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be filled with RVs and if needed I will have no parking available to me. To allow RV parking on
RVs, they are living in them and I do not believe that it should be permitted in a school zone.

Suzanne Moore, Pacifica
proper to take a moment to envision a time and place when everyone has a home. This is
certainly a dream we all can embrace. The Pacifica Resource Center has demonstrated past
success in helping our homeless find housing. During this COVID-19 pandemic, homeless
providers are urging immediate interventions to provide hygiene and stabilize safety since our
homeless are five times more likely than the general public to contract the Coronavirus.
Residents in Pacifica express support of a program to assist homeless on a path to stable
housing yet ask important questions about safety and public health. The proposed Parking
Permit Pilot was developed to address public concerns. Clients vetted by the Pacifica Resource
Center and assigned to case managers would access waste management, life services, and a
path to stable housing. This fall, Pacifica is expected to begin enforcement of its Oversize
Vehicle Ordinance. Fall will also see a likely second wave of COVID-19. Shelter protects us all.
kely have a

may be closer to achieving our dream of homes for al

Eleanor Natwick, Pacifica
allowing RV parking on Terra Nova Blvd. It is a densely populated neighborhood with 2 senior
housing complexes, a church, an elementary school, a preschool, a high school, a library and a
steady amount of street and foot traffic. Many of the residents in the townhouses park their
vehicles on the street. And the shortage of street parking is already an issue for tax paying
homeowners. It is NOT an RV park. Pulling out of driveways is very difficult and dangerous
when you cannot see around large vehicles parked on the street. Do any of the committee
members live in the area? Do you care about the Pacificans who do? Why do you continue to

Lorraine Bannister, Pacifica
parking of vehicles over 6 feet tall on ALL city streets, ALL at the same time. In addition, please,
make the Safe Parking Program plans public and transparent, as these may vastly impact our
neighborhood. Terra Nova Blvd is home to single family homes, town homes, small businesses,
two schools, senior apartments etc. Parking is not ample for current residents, and ALL, will be

City Clerk Coffey stated that was what was received prior to the meeting and she checked with
Dep. City Clerk Brooks for additional Oral Communications.
Dep. City Clerk Brooks stated that they had one comment, and read the following:
Anita Rees, PRC
in place order. Our open office hours are:
9a-12:30p;
- 7p;
- 5p; and
-1p.
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We are available other hours by phone PRC continues delivering groceries to 260 families
throughout Pacifica weekly thanks to support from Second Harvest of Silicon Valley, generous
donors who continue to bring grocery donations, and volunteer drivers. PRC also continues to
provide financial assistance to help cover the cost of rent, mortgage, or other critical needs due
to COVID-19 thanks to SMC Strong and SF Chronicle Season of Sharing Funds. PRC started
preparing taxes again by drop off or by providing materials electronically. We are coordinating
volunteer tax preparers to be at PRC alone and when the office is closed to the public, so it may
take a bit longer to complete retur
for unhoused Pacificans is also still available by appointment. We are the main entry point for
unhoused families and individuals in Pacifica to access shelter options, including options for at
risk individuals. Lastly, the deadline to complete the census has been extended. You can
complete the census online at my2020census.gov or by phone at 844-330-2020. Information
from the census is used to determine vital funding for health care and emergency service
funding, like the response to COVID19. #EveryoneCounts If you or someone you know need
help with groceries; financial assistance for rent, mortgage or other critical needs; tax
preparation; or access to homeless services, please contact PRC at 650 738-7470 or via our
COUNCIL COMMUNICATIONS
organizational meeting for Jefferson High School District plans on how they will reopen the
schools which is a major challenge. They also had their first presentation on all the budget cuts
that all schools will be facing for the next fiscal year.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer stated that she has been busy with online meetings. She was trying
hard to stay on top of what is going on with all the small business support opportunities. She
stated that Jackie Speier hosted another town hall meeting on April 29 and she was pleased to
see quite a few Pacifica businesses on that call. She stated that shelter in place has afforded
something she can normally do, but now she is tuning into those. She stated that there was a
lot of useful information on what is going on in other parts of the county and projects. She
connected a non-profit with that meeting. She is trying to learn about and communicate all the
resources. She mentioned a call about the Great Plates program sponsored by CAL OES
(Office of Emergency Services) with funding from FEMA in a partnership between the state and
county. She stated that it was an opportunity for seniors who are not already receiving state or
federally funded services to obtain three meals a day delivered to their homes. She stated that
there are very specific qualifiers and there was information in Connect with Pacifica this week.
She stated that the city can also supply additional information through PB&R if anyone is
interested. She stated that the program had a short duration from being announced until it was
going to be over, but has now been extended to June 10 and may extend beyond that. She
stated that we are one of only six counties in California that are participating in that program, as
other counties are not actively workin
updated on the progress with the crosswalk project, which has mostly been funded through the
Safe Routes to School grant and looking beautiful. She would like to figure out how to have a
discussion about the LGBTQ letter that was written and read at the beginning. She received an
be agendized for a meeting.
Councilmember Vaterlaus stated that three times a week she attends the county meetings,
adding that they always have good information. She referred to Anita Rees talking about the
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census and she asked every person to fill out the census. She stated that Pacifica was doing
well but would like to do better. She att ended the Balboa meeting for the residents of Balboa
and the progress on their streets being repaired and their homes. She stated that they all got
good information and it was a calm meeting. She also attended the first virtual send off of an
employee and was sad to see that Thomas Myers is gone to help his brother run for an election.
answer every single email that they get. She stated that they are getting a lot of emails.
Mayor Martin echoed what Councilmember Vaterlaus said, i.e., that they are getting a ton of
they are responding to a lot of them. She explained that the information changes every day so
any yes or no answer could be completely different on the next day. She stated that City Clerk
Coffey drafted a proclamation acknowledging Pride Month, and they should read that at the first
meeting in June. She referred to calls and one of the subjects that came up today was stimulus
checks and Congresswoman Speier let them know that, if you qualify but have not received a
stimulus check, you will get it quicker if you go to the IRS website and enter direct deposit
information. She referred to the health order, stating that they are now able to recreate within
ten miles of our residence as the guidance was still to shelter in place and recreation means
exercise. She stated that they have a restriction at the beach with no accessories, etc., as they
are all there to get fresh air and exercise and do things that keep us healthy while maintaining a
safe distance and wearing face masks if not exercising. She stated that, if you see someone
not wearing a face mask, do not take matters into your own hands. Just report it but not interact
with that person. She stated that the beach parking lots are closed and are required with the
current health order. She stated that they are getting a lot of emails about parking in
neighborhoods and now that people can recreate within ten miles of their house the issue has
come up a lot. She stated that the police department is monitoring that situation and assessing
it every day. She stated that
things may change soon. She asked everyone to have more patience. She stated that they
know everyone is struggling about opening up their business and when they will be able to do it,
questioning why some services are deemed essential and another not. She stated that city staff
and police department are doing their best to enforce the current health order with the main
priority health first. She stated that they want and need services to open soon but we need to
be patient and kind because they are doing their job. She stated that they can view the cases
by zip code on San Mateo County Health website. She stated that the information it to be taken
lightly because that data changes every day with a lot of different factors.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer stated that the Economic Development Committee is meeting the
following night which is the second time since the shutdown without the former Economic
Development Director who has left and Asst. City Manager Hines will be with them at that
meeting. She stated that one thing being worked out with the EDC volunteers is as soon as
businesses can be opened what can the EDC members provide in support. She stated that
she has been pushy on calls with the county about restaurants as they want to work on planning
to be able to hit the ground right away when they can. She mentioned that they could give the
new orders on Friday which would be effective on Monday and businesses need more time.
She then mentioned a discussion and desire for additional testing sites in San Mateo County
and was denied by the state but she stated that the services at the event center in San Mateo
will be moved around the county which will be announced on the 18 th. She mentioned that there
was certain criteria and people have been turned away even when sent by their doctors but now
it will be anyone who wants to go.
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STAFF COMMUNICATIONS
City Manager Woodhouse stated that he had several updates, beginning with the beach
visitation and San Mateo County health orders. He stated that they have officers out engaging
with visitors for several weekends and they have made over 1,800 contacts with visitors, and
471 were outside of the 10-mile recreational radius and they requested that they leave after
informing them they should not be out of the 10-mile radius. He stated, as mentioned by the
mayor, the new health order has a prohibition on beach accessories and tend to have the
visitors just sit and relax and the police did engage with a lot of them regarding the accessories.
He stated that a lot of locals also had accessories and were informed that the rules applied to
everyone. He stated that their educational approach continues to help. He also stated that the
city was digging into weeds and details with an internal ROOP group. He stated that initially
with the virus they initiated COOP, continuity of operations plan, and now the acronym seems to
be ROOP, restoration or reopening of operations plans. Staff is digging into all the details with
the continuing uncertainty about the measurements or thresholds to evaluate how or when to
reopen. He stated that they are working hard to bring an update to Council at the next meeting.
He referred to Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer mentioning the Economic Development Committee,
brainstorming on how to provide technical information assistance to businesses and brainstorm
those ideas, and it will be an important meeting. He referred to the Great Plates delivery
program which Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer also mentioned, and he emphasized that it was a
great program and San Mateo County jumped on it and are the lead on the program. He stated
that they were pushing information out to get restaurants in Pacifica to participate as well as any
eligible Pacifican residents that could benefit from the program. So far 16 eligible members of
the community have signed up and will benefit from that great program.
PUBLIC HEARINGS - NONE.
CONSIDERATION
8.
Balance to Contribute to the San Mateo County Strong Fund to Assist Pacifica Small
Businesses.
PROPOSED ACTION: Move to Adopt a Resolution appropriating $50,000 from the
Strong Fund to assist Pacifica small businesses.
City Manager Woodhouse presented the staff report then added that Ms. Rosanne Foust, from
SMC Economic Development Assn. was also available to answer questions.

and he asked if any other cities put a requirement that would be a tax revenue generating
business, mentioning a friend who works for a major bank and there were law firms going in and
slopping up the federal trough. He would hate to see lawyers get it when we have a restaurant,
retail store, etc., that brings in revenue to the city and they not be able to get it.
City Manager Woodhouse stated he was not familiar with what other cities have requested and
would have Ms. Foust answer the question.
Ms. Foust stated that there was no additional criteria at this point placed by other cities that
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have contributed to the fund. They said a for-profit business but did not distinguish taxgenerating. She was trying to think of the grants provided, such are restaurants and retail
shops, and dental businesses, but she stated that cities have not placed additional criteria and
the criteria was set when the grant was opened.

businesses.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer thanked Ms. Foust for participating and she appreciated her
leadership and support for this process. She asked if she would go over quickly for the public to
know the number of completed applications made to this fund overall and from Pacifica
businesses.
Ms. Foust stated that the number of completed application was 1,232 and 2,700 applications
started in the first four hours. She stated that some were double which was why it was 1,232
completed applications. She thought 27 Pacifica businesses that have submitted applicants,
are all qualified as the credit union is reviewing them
in the order they were received and they will do the first six Pacifica businesses that would be
allocated with the County funds and if Council allocated $50,000 they will do the next five in
order of the time stamp. She stated that they are trying to raise as much as possible and, if
additional money was raised by Pacifica residents or brought in through SAMCEDA efforts, they
would look at the next number in order. She hoped that was helpful.
Councilmember Vaterlaus concluded that the credit union determines who gets the grants,
based on if the application is complete, if they follow the criteria and were first in line.
Ms. Foust stated that the credit union has the underwriting team that is reviewing all the
documentation and because of being mortgage underwriters they are familiar with the
necessary documentation. They want to be careful of any type of fraud and they thought the
credit union was the best entity that could review the application for completeness.
Councilmember Vaterlaus thought it is taken out of the hand of the city councils and solely into
the credit union.
Mayor Martin thanked her for being available, and then mentioned what the resolution would
include.
City Clerk Coffey stated that, before she entertains a motion, they have a few public comments
on the item.
Mayor Martin opened public comments.
City Clerk Coffey then read the comments:
Dan Stegink, Pacifica
expenditure because it does not stipulate that the money will be returned solely to Pacificans
and Pacifican-owned businesses and excludes sole proprietors and partnerships with
storefronts but no employees, two groups most likely to fail during the Covid crisis. Thousands
of other non profits with proven track records that will kick back pennies on the dollar as SMC
Strong has promised, but while this resolution's stated goal and title is "to Assist Pacifica Small
Businesses", only a third of the SMC Strong fund is even earmarked for small business and
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again there is no requirement to assist Pacifican-owned businesses. The Cities of Atherton &
Colma have the highest per capita income and sales tax revenue respectively, yet have only
donated $15,000 each, Pacifica with its tiny fraction of assets and disposable funds is being
asked to donate more than both Atherton and Colma combined? Reject this resolution and in

Beth Lemke, Pacifica
San Mateo County community as I learned Friday that A Grape in the Fog was awarded a grant.
I am impressed by the efficiency of the administration and disbursement of the grants. Council
Member Sue Beckmeyer has stayed in touch with me from the moment we went into quarantine
and has been a valuable resource since. I thank her for helping to shepherd me through the
process. I know she cares deeply for the Pacifica business community. I hope that the Council
will agree to provide funds to the San Mateo County Strong Foundation as a show of solidarity

City Manager Woodhouse stated that he received a note that PCTV may not have us live now
and he asked if they can check on that.
City Clerk Coffey asked if they can take a recess to check for the broadcast.
Mayor Martin felt it was a great idea, called a 5-minute break, then reconvened the meeting.
She stated that PCTV was airing them but they may have missed the public comments and they
were going to read those comments again.
City Clerk Coffey then reread the two public comments.
Mayor Martin stated she was looking for a motion.

Undesignated General Fund Balance to Contribute to the San Mateo County Strong Fund to
Assist Pacifica Small Businesses; seconded by Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer.
Mayor Martin asked Ms. Foust if it was true that it does not apply to sole proprietors.
Ms. Foust stated that sole proprietors that had W4 employees were able to apply but a sole
proprietor as an independent could not.
Mayor Martin thanked her for the clarification as that was a bit of confusion when things first got
rolling.

businesses but not going into the general fund of SMC Strong.
Ms. Foust responded affirmatively, explaining that it will allow more Pacifica businesses to be
helped.
City Clerk Coffey took a verbal roll call.
Vote: 4-0 (Absent: Councilmember Bier)
Councilmember Vaterlaus thanked Ms. Foust for everything that she does and she is doing so
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much.

Ms. Foust thanked Counc
contribution will mean to the businesses in Pacifica. She also thanked Asst. City Manager
Hines and the Econ. Dev. Committee.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
EXCUSED:
9.

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Mike O'Neill, Councilmember
Sue Beckmeyer, Mayor Pro Tem
Martin, Beckmeyer, Vaterlaus, O'Neill
Bier

Consider Resolution to Establish a Parking In-Lieu Fee in the Sharp Park Specific Plan
area.
PROPOSED ACTION: Move to Adopt Resolution to Establish a Parking In-Lieu Fee in
the Sharp Park Specific Plan area.

PW Dep. Director Bautista mentioned that James Edison of Willdan Financial Services was
present to answer any questions then presented the staff report.
Councilmember Vaterlaus mentioned that W
areas should be the same fee, but she thought they had determined that Rockaway and Sharp
Park would have a similar structure for parking and the fees should be the same. She asked if it
would end up being the same for entire city or determine it for each area when they come up.
PW Dep. Director Bautista stated it would be the latter; they would evaluate the different types
of parking strategies and process and determine the fee for each area.
Council
the chain down so other businesses can use the parking lot. He also saw concurrent uses such
as a building with dentists on top and restaurant on the bottom and they have different times of
traffic, dentist during the day and restaurants at night, and he asked if this program will have
one parking space that will count for two businesses.
PW Dep. Director Bautista thought they will have to evaluate the space and determine how the
parking is facilitated. He thought he was talking about shared parking with different types of
uses.

different types of businesses, with certain ones being daytime businesses but restaurant is more
of a night time business. He stated that there is a word for shared parking spaces. He also
asked if a developer will be able to buy parking spaces from an adjoining building that might
have more than enough spaces.
PW Dep. Director Bautista asked if she could answer the question.
Planning Director Wehrmeister stated that the shared parking arrangement to which
perhaps zoning standards as they will be doing zoning updates after updating the General Plan
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and Specific Plan and that is where the ability to do that would come into play. She thought it
was complicated because if you are sharing parking between individual properties, there is
usually some very long-term agreements that need to be put in place and covenants on the
property. She stated that a property owner who has different uses on their own site is in a
better place to take advantage of that rather than sharing parking with another separately
owned property next door.

being able to do that in negotiations when a property is being plan checked.
Planning Director Wehrmeister agreed, stating that it would not tie the city in the future to allow
shared parking agreements.

Planning Director Wehrmeister agreed.
City Attorney Kenyon added that they have the complexity that the city will need to look back to
the study to analyze how what they are doing with parking relates to the study done on what the
costs would be for any parking in lieu fee.
Mayor Martin asked if there were any public comments.
City Clerk Coffey stated that they have one public comment that has come in on this item.
Cindy Abbott, Pacifica
for working on how to address parking issues in the City of Pacifica. The increase in parking inlieu fees approved on April 27, 2020 for the Rockaway Beach area recognized how the City of
other cities and moved to address that. At that same April 27 meeting, during City Council
deliberation, City Manager Woodhouse remarked that a parking inprojecting how quickly an adequate fund could be built resulting in the actual construction of
new parking facilities.
While in theory a valid and sustainable way of sharing parking
infrastructure and costs across an area, a parking in-lieu fee program without a plan to build a
structure in the near-term is often only a way for developers to pay their way out of providing
appropriate code mandated parking in the impacted area. And, with the proposed fee structure,
ars.
Parking is an issue today in many neighborhoods in the City of Pacifica. Creating a parking inlieu program in connection with the development of the Sharp Park Specific Plan without any
other plan may only serve to exacerbate the already difficult parking situation in the area.
Before implementing this program, please develop and communicate a more thorough strategy
that addresses parking needs that exist today and are growing more difficult with each new

City Clerk Coffey stated that there were no further comments.
-lieu fee
will be payable by both business and residential entities.
PW Dep. Director Bautista stated that he was correct, and it is for any type of development in a
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big area.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer referred to where we were in developing the Sharp Park Specific
Plan and they had to put it on pause during the health situation and the reference to the parking
study that will be part of that, while acknowledging the situation with Covid being unknown, and
she asked if it has been done or when it will be done and they get the results of the study.
Planning Director Wehrmeister stated that the background analysis and existing conditions and
the survey of parking availability on the weekends, evenings, daytime has been completed. The
consultant is now putting together their findings and recommendations. She stated that they
anticipate that to be part of the Specific Plan. W
will be published along with the Specific Plan.

this question, for clarity he stated that the effective date of this recommended fee is not
contingent on when the parking study and specific plan are adopted. If the Council approves
this at this meeting, it will be included in their fee schedule for adoption in June as part of the
budget for next year and that would be the effective date of this parking in-lieu fee.
Mayor Martin asked City Clerk Coffey it there are any more public comments.
City Clerk Coffey stated that there were no more public comments on this item.
Mayor Martin closed public comments.
Neill moved to Adopt a Resolution to Establish a Parking In-Lieu Fee in the
Sharp Park Specific Plan area; seconded by Councilmember Vaterlaus.
City Clerk Coffey took a verbal roll call.
Vote: 4-0 (Absent: Councilmember Bier)
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
EXCUSED:
10.

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
Mike O'Neill, Councilmember
Sue Vaterlaus, Councilmember
Martin, Beckmeyer, Vaterlaus, O'Neill
Bier

Proposed 2020-21 General Fund Budget
PROPOSED ACTION: Accept the report, provide feedback and direction on the
proposed 2020-21 General Fund Budget report and associated topics presented.

City Manager Woodhouse presented a brief comment and introduced Asst. City Manager Hines
to present the staff report.
Asst. City Manager Hines presented the staff report.
Councilme
he thought if that was approved we could see differences such as more affordable and market
housing, more SamTrans service and more property tax revenues. He asked, by not doing it
this year, what the implications are from that down the road. He stated that he saw it was
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rescheduled for next fiscal year.
Planning Director Wehrmeister stated that it was not rescheduled, and the city submitted their
prior development area applications and were approved and they were created. She stated this
requirements for applications were not yet posted by MTC and ABAG and they assumed
$10,000 in potential consultant assistance and last time around PDA applications were very
involved and this time the regional agencies made it a lot easier and they spent far less than the
$10,000 which is why they see almost $8,000 in savings. She stated that they created their
PDA and are on track but it cost them a lot less than expected.

Asst. City Manager Hines stated that it has been pushed to next year. He stated that the items
have done the PDA and that project is taken care of, and the Unhoused in Pacifica Task Force
funding is not scheduled for next year.

Councilmember Vaterlaus stated that, on the EDC budget, she thought they have projects in
process that they are working on and she asked if it gives them a zero budget for those projects.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that he will find out at the next meeting what the status of those
projects are and whether they will need to be funded in this fiscal year.
Mayor Martin referred to limited staffing for sustainability, stating that the title was changed to a
general list of some sort and not just sustain ability but also economic development and she
was reminding them of that.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that they will touch on that later. He then continued with the
staff report.
Councilmember Vaterlaus stated that she noted the street sweeper is still sweeping the streets
and because everyone is home the streets are full of cars and basically the street sweepers go
down the middle of the streets. She asked if that was a good use of our funds or were we
required to continue with the contract as it is an outside person.
Asst. City Manager Hines thought Dirs. Bautista or Sun are on call.
PW Dep. Director Bautista stated that they have a contract with the street sweeper, and
although the cars are parked, they try to keep the streets clean. He stated it was part of the
storm water management and cars start moving, then they will be sweeping the streets
correctly.
Asst. City Manager Hines continued the staff report.

before.
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Asst. City Manager Hines stated that was because they were the tools he used to plug the hole
and they will talk about that as they go through the departmental budgets. He then continued
the staff report.

rumblings about the subsidized childcare money from the state being in jeopardy.
PB&R Director Perez stated that they were expecting to receive most of their subsidized funding
and childcare was currently running virtual distance learning classes with preschools and this
week they started following up on requirements they have regarding staff development and
working with the families, and they were expected to receive the grant funding there. They
fee. He concluded that their expectation was that they will be getting that subsidized money.

size. He asked how that works.
PB&R Director Perez stated that it was full cost. They have subsidized families which are about
40-45% of the children using their programs and the money comes in the form of grants from
the state, as the eligible families are able to apply and they pay a sliding scale from no money to
the limit. He stated that there are other families who are full cost and do not receive a subsidy.
The state told them that they will continue to fund the grant and they are meeting various criteria
and requirements for them in terms of educational things they are supposed to do for the
preschool and they have added in new requirements for all the subsidized families.
venues will stay for the next year.
PB&R Director Perez stated that they are not sure when they will be going back, but through the
end of June is all they have for sure. He thought, even if they do dip $63,000 into the reserve,
they have only gone into the reserve once in 11 years.

specific or PB&R.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that those are not childcare grants.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer asked him to elaborate on that as the number is more in the next
absence reserve item with $200,000 budgeted this year, she asked if that was for when people
separate from the city and they anticipate needing to pay them out for accrued earning.
Asst. City Manager Hines responded affirmatively.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer asked if they did not anticipate that in the next year.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that they are anticipating it next year and part of the budget
strategy she will see is that they are recommending that they take a portion of the undesignated
fund balance and use it to replenish the compensated absences reserve.
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Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer concluded that it is now imbedded in the use of General Fund
undesignated rather than having a number in the box.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that it was usually a separate item, adding that she will see that
when they get to the budget strategy. He then continued the staff report.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer referred to the previous slide regarding the $314,000 ERAF being
transferred to the General Fund budget, and stated she could not remember if there was a
specific line item or departmental item they applied it to.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that he applied that to the bevy of ongoing projects happening
in the Planning Department.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer referred to the General Undesignated Fund balance of $6.6 million
and with a $4.4 million. She asked what it looked like for 2019-2020.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that the undesignated was $7.5, significantly higher, but they
used some of it to fund planning projects in this current year and used some if it to set up the
115 trust which he has to bring them and they used some if it to plug the hole that occurred in
this fiscal year, of $359,000.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer referred to the two items on the page, with General Fund reserve
increased by $1 million and transferred to 20-21 operating budget $1 million. She concluded
those were filling the hole.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that in a sense, but what they were doing was with the General
Fund reserve. He stated that they have formal reserves and they appear on the financial
statements as assigned for dollars, and they still want to continue the effort of rebuilding and
building their formal reserves. He stated that they recommend that they keep that momentum
going and at the same time they are pulling money out of the undesignated balance to increase
their formal reserves, they will need another $1 million to help them get through 2020-21 fiscal
year.
Mayor pro Tem Beckmeyer understood it was the loss of TOT and other things on his first slide.
City Manager Woodhouse added to what Asst. City Manager Hines said about the General
Fund reserve which is a very low percentage compared to best practices, stating that the policy
says if they were to achieve that level then look at trying to achieve a higher level. He stated
that this recommended $1 million gets them to 10% and were currently in the 7% range and
going back to the budget strategies, keeping in mind the importance of being prudent and
preparing for fiscal challenges for the 2021-22 fiscal year and that was what was driving them to
keep the reserves funded at policy level.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that what was waiting for them in the future was CalPERS
because when this pandemic hit their portfolio took a beating and the entities that have to repair
that or any issues in the portfolio tend to fall on the cities. He was expecting increased
expenditures in that area. He stated that they have bargaining with all eight units next year. He
stated that there are a number of other things and he and City Manager thought these were the
right amounts to use at this time to leave them liquid enough to address any future expenditures
that they think are definitely coming down the block. He then continued the staff report.
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Asst. City Manager Hines asked whether they preferred going through the fees that have
changed or continue to go through each page of the proposed Fee Schedule.
Mayor Martin responded to his question stating that reviewing what has changed was fine.
Asst. City Manager Hines continued the staff report.
sked if he
should wait until he is on the last page or ask his question now.
Asst. City Manager Hines suggested he wait until he got to the last page and then continued the
staff report.
and public nuisance
abatement assessment, and he asked what that covers.
Asst. City Manager Hines thought Planning Director Wehrmeister might be able to answer that.
Planning Director Wehrmeister stated that, if there is a public nuisance that is a severe safety
violation where the city must go in and correct the violation after receiving proper warrants and
ability to access the property and they charge the property owner their full costs.
of public nuisance fee for
Airbnbs that get out of hand. He mentioned a recent one and a previous one that were short
term rentals getting out of line. He asked if there was possible to have some sort of fee for that
because of police being involved and possibly planning.
Planning Director Wehrmeister stated that she will answer part of that and then defer to Asst.
City Manager Hines who was very familiar with the fees. She stated that now they use their
typical code enforcement procedures which involves a notice of violation to go out first and over
a certain period of time to cure the violation before any fines or fees/citations are assessed.
She stated that, if there was a different way to do that, perhaps Asst. City Manager Hines or City
Attorney Kenyon may have some suggestions.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that his plan was to bring back a number of recommended
strategies related to short term rentals. He stated that it has been about a year since they have
regulated and legalized short term rentals in Pacifica, and they have had a number of instances
where there has been a nuisance issue as well as other issues and while they have passed a
regulation to allow those who become short term rental operators, the next regulations he will be
recommended to Council will be regarding compliance, not only for registering in a timely
fashion but compliance regarding the behavior of the short term rental operators and short term
rental participants.
with a long protracted resolution to the
problem. He thought expediting that for the neighbors would be great.
Asst. City Manager Hines was aware of that as the neighbors call him.
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Asst. City Manager Hines stated that there are towns that have some very comprehensive
regulatory tools to control the nuisance factor with short term rentals.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that concluded his presentation of the staff report.
Mayor Mart
asked City Clerk Coffey if there were any public comments.
City Clerk Coffey stated that she did not see any public comments on this item.
Mayor Martin mentioned that the proposed action was to accept the report and provide
feedback and direction on the proposed 2020-21 General Fund Budget Report and associated
topics presented. She asked if Asst. City Manager Hines had enough feedback.
Asst. City Manager Hines stated that he did, adding that they will continue to make sure the
Council is aware of any and all updates to these numbers. He hoped they were okay with the
approach they have taken this year to be sure they give Council the overall budget picture,
h the departments and leaving more time for analysis their questions about
the budget process.
Mayor Martin was thankful for the strategy that he has taken, adding that there are a lot of
things people may be upset about, but she knows he has poured over it and done his best to
make adjustments and not cuts. She appreciated it and hoped the community did as well. She
looked forward to the next update and she knows he will be keeping his eye on any updates.

Councilmember Vaterlaus agreed that it was a lot of work that is continuous, and she knows he
will be smiling when he is done.
RESULT:

NO VOTE REQUIRED

ADJOURN
Mayor Martin adjourned the meeting at 10:05 p.m., with kind thoughts to Councilmember Bier
and well wishes to retired Econ. Dev. Manager Myers.

Transcribed by Barbara Medina, Public Meeting Stenographer.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sarah Coffey, City Clerk

__________________________
Deirdre Martin, Mayor
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